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1.
abling the life-like animation of any of his toy

This invention relates to the animation of toy
figures and the principal object of the in Vera
tion is to enable a doll, animal or other figure
capable of being manipulated to Walk and move
in an extremely life-like manner, and to enable
the animated figure to lead the person causing
its manipulation. Without any apparent means
of actuation therebetween.
A further important object is to provide a
device for manipulating the toy figure, which
device will be exceedingly inexpensive and can
be readily and quickly attached to any figure
capable of having its legs moved with respect to
itS body.
The principal feature of the invention Con
sists in providing a pair of longitudinally rigid
operators with means at each end thereof to
afford a swivel connection with the feet of a

figure to be animated and the feet of a persoll

wishing to manipulate the figure, to enable nove
ment of the manipulator's feet to be transferred
into corresponding Walking movements of the
figure in lead of the nanipulator.
further
important
feature
consists
in forma
ingA the
longitudinal
rigid
operators
to provide
cross-over Scissor-like arrangement to enable a
four-footed figure to be manipulated with the
correct
walking
action.
Referring
to the
accoinpanying drawings,
Figure 1 is a perspective view of a figure be
ing animated in accordance with this invention.

figures which have limbs movable relative the
body, and further, to enable the manipulation

of the toy to be easily carried out that the

child himself may actuate its movements to fol
lowReferring
preciselytohisFigure
own. 1, in which the operation

of a doll as one embodiment of my invention is
illustrated, I show the doll figure provided
with legs 2 which are movable relative the body
portion
on the pivot 3.
Extending between the feet of the doll. 4 and
the feet 5 of the person manipulating the doll
are the longitudinally rigid operators 6 which
i may be wire, wood or the like and of any de
sign of sufficient rigidity to transfer the move
ment of the Operator's feet to the feet of the
doll.
The connection between the operators 6 and
f the doll comprise the bands 7 encircling the
doll's ankles and Connected to the Operators for
movement relative thereto by any suitable means,
for instance, by the clamps 8 of Figure 5 or
the staple 9 of Figure 6. Preferably these bands

comprise
bands
ly
slipped elastic
over the
feet which
of the can
doll be
intoquick
posi
tion. Whether the actual connection between
these bands 7 and the operators is a swivel con
nection, is immaterial, provided the bands them
selves
are of sufficient flexibility to afford a swivel
3.

movement of the operators relative the legs in
the walking action.
The bands 9, which afford the means of -se
curing the operators 6 to the feet of the person
manipulating the doll, are similar to the bands
7, preferably simply elastic bands clamped or
stapled to the operators, as shown in Figures 5

Figure 2 is a perspective view on a reduced
Scale of a deg being manipulated With a pair of

cross-over operators to provide the correct walk
ing action.
Figure 3 is an elevational view of a toy
horse
having operators connected thereto for causing
itsFigure
manipulation.
4 is an enlarged plan view of a modified

form of the operators to provide the cross-over 40
action for manipulating a four-footed toy figure.
Figure 5 is an enlarged detail of one method
of fastening the flexible foot connectors to the
rigid
operators. .
Figure 6 is a detail of an alternative form of

fastening
means showing the means of connect
ing the rigid operators to the feet as simply an

elastic
stapled
Figure
7 is athereto.
perspective view of a kangaroo

having the legs connected for manipulation by

50

and 6. The staple connection is an extremely
simple one enabling the bands to be readily
changed
if they
should
Supporting
. . the
doll break.
in an upright position
during the walking action is the guide rod

formed with the work end 2 engaging under
the arms 3 of the doll figure. This guide rod
is a simple guide and support means that can
be conveniently gripped by the person manipulat
ing: the figure, but it will be understood...that a
harness or any other suitable support means
inay be used as desired.
In Figure 2 the-dog 4 is made to walk with op

posite front arid rear legs moving simultane
ously. In this case the operators are formed
with an elongated S-like extension 5 to provide
like movements and expressions, and it is the 55 the cross-over arrangement illustrated, and a

a single Operator rod.
In playing with his toy figures it is the partic
ular desire of a child to impart to them life

object of this invention to provide a means en
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ring 6 encircling both operators at their point
of cross-over and loose thereon holds the Opera.
the
concepts
of
the
realistic
toy figure animation
tors in relative position while permitting longi I have envisaged.
What I claim as my invention is:
tudinal sliding motion therebetween as the dog
is walked. Again these operators are provided 5 1. Means for manipulating a four-footed figure
3

with bands 7 and iO respectively, fitting the
legs of the doll and the toes of the operator.
The dog's legs may simply be flexible or they
may be rigid and pivoted to his body, although in
the case of a four-footed animal the need of a
guide or support may not be required. I show a
leash f T attached to the dog's collar 8, giving
a more realistic effect and by making the leash

0

longitudinally rigid giving further control
to the
Figure 3 illustrates my invention applied to a
horse, but in this case the operators 9 simply
include spaced bands 1, and the legs at each side
of the animal are operated simultaneously with
dog's movementS.

the legs 20 and 2 at one side being shown ad

vanced relative the other side.

Figure 4 illustrates an alternative form of
cross-over operators 22, affording a scissor-like
action, permitting relative longitudinal move
ment. In this case the operators are formed from
relatively broad strips having extensions 23 bent

5

connectable with the toes of a person to manipu
late said figure, and guide means adapted to en
gage and support the body of the figure to be

20

5

laterally and twisted as at 24, the One being
formed with a slot 25 to receive the other to
maintain them in relative position while permit

ting longitudinal movement. Again these opera
tors carry suitable means for affording a connect

manipulated, said first-mentioned connectors

comprising horizontal elastic loops flexibly con
nected to said operators on opposite sides of the
cross-over of said extension portions and adapted
to encircle the legs of the figure, and said Second
mentioned connectors comprise vertical elastic
loops flexibly connected to said operators remote

from the croSS-Over of Said extension portions and
adapted to encircle the manipulator's toes.
2. A device as claimed in claim 1 in which said

30

tion with the feet of the animal to be manipulated

in the form of the bands.

Actually, while I have found these bands to be
the simplest connecting means usable for all dif
ferent types of figures, it will be understood that
any other type of connection affording Some rel
ative movement between the feet being manipu
lated and the operators may be used, and Where
the toy figure is specifically constructed for use
with our invention it may itself incorporate the
means for affording a connection. With the Opera."
tors, such as snap fastener elements or the like.
While my invention is simple, nevertheleSSI ain
able to create a more life-like walking action than
has heretofore been possible, and I am able to
make my figures lead the manipulator With cont
nection between his feet and the legs of the figure

to be animated, comprising a pair of longitudinal
ly rigid rod-like operators having cross-over ex
tension portions, means confining said extension
portions in cross-over relation while permitting
relative longitudinal movement therebetween,
connectors carried by said cross-over extensions
whereby each operator extension is loosely con
nectable to opposing front and rear legs of the fig
ure to be manipulated, and connectors carried
by said operators removed from Said CrOSS-Over
extensions whereby said operators are loosely

3. s

means confining Said extension portions in CrOSS
Over relation comprises a longitudinal slot in one
of said operator extension portions to receive the
extension portion of the other of said operators.
3. The combination. With a walking figure to be
animated, of means for imparting life-like anima
tion to said figure from a point remote from said

figure to cause it to Walk in advance of a human

manipulator in Synchronism. With and apparent

anticipation of the movements of the feet of the

manipulator, Said means comprising a pair of lon
gitudinally rigid rod-like operators having loop

means at One end to engage the legs of the figure
and provide a detachable SWivel joint between the
Operators and figure With the operators extending
rearWardly of the figure to a point remote there
from, and loop means at the other end of said
OperatorS removed from Said figure for connection
With the legs of the manipulator as a detachable
being almost inconspicuous, so that the control connection with said rod-like operators carrying
of the figure is not apparent.
through to the legs of said figure push and pull
Further, the construction and arrangement of movements of the manipulator's legs whereby the
my device enables the figure to be manipulated legs of the figure are caused to duplicate move
so simply that even the smallest walking child ments of the manipulator's legs with the figure in
can impart walking action to his toys.
advance of the manipulator, and guide means
With the bands 7 and to elastic they automat 5 5 SWingable in a vertical plane to adjust to thema
ically adjust to any size foot 5 and to any size nipulator's height supporting said figure above
of leg on the figure being animated. However, Said Operators and extending to a manipulator's
position removed from the figure.
other equivalent connector means may be em.
ployed and may be connected to other than the
4. The combination with a walking figure to be
foot or toe of the person manipulating the figure 60 animated,
of means for imparting life-like anima
or to other than the ankle of the figure as illus tion to Said figure from a point remote from said
trated without departing from the Scope of my figure to cause it to Walk in advance of a human
invention.
manipulator in Synchronism with and apparent

In certain toy figures the legs may be inter anticipation of the manipulator's movements,
connected for simultaneous movement upon Op Said means comprising a pair of longitudinal rigid
eration of the connector. The toy kangaroo of rod-like operators, loop means at one end of said
Figure 7 is of this type whereby the pivotal legs Operators to engage the legs of the figure in a de
26 are connected by a pin 27 to provide a simul
tachable SWivel connection With the operators ex
taneous hopping movement in which case a single tending rearwardly from the figure close against
operator 28 is sufficient to enable the kangaroo to the ground, said operators having at the ends
“lead' the person causing its manipulation, the 70 thereof remote from the figure vertical elastic toe
operator 28 being Swively connected to the pin 27 loops to engage over the toe of a shoe of the ma
nipulator and securing said operators to the ma
and to the person's foot by the elastic band 28. Inipulator's
shoe immediately adjacent the ground
other modifications of interlinked leg movements
a detachable SWivel connection, and guide
may of course also be employed as desired within 75 in
means SWingable in a vertical plane to adjust to
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the manipulator's height supporting said figure
above Said operators and extending to a manipulator's position removed from the figure.
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